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Abstract: Research on L1 to L2 transfer has mainly focused on segments, while less work has
examined transfer in intonation patterns. Particularly, little research has investigated transfer patterns
when the L1 has a lexical pitch contrast, such as tone or lexical pitch accent, and the L2 does not. The
current investigation is a longitudinal study of the L2 English of an L1 Norwegian speaker, comparing
two timeframes. One suprasegmental feature and one segmental feature are examined: rise–fall pitch
accents and /z/, because Norwegian and English have different patterns for these features. The
results showed that the speaker actually produced more pitch movements in the later timeframe,
contrary to the hypothesis, and suggesting that he was hypercorrecting in the earlier timeframe. In
the early timeframe, virtually no /z/ was produced with voicing, while in the later timeframe, about
50% of /z/ segments were voiced. This suggests that the speaker had created a new category for this
sound over time. Implications for theories of L2 learning are discussed.
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1. Introduction

Among multilingual speakers, L1 to L2 transfer in segments has been well-described
(e.g., Flege and Port 1981; Nagy 2015), and recent research has also described transfer in
suprasegmental aspects (e.g., Mennen and de Leeuw 2014). The goal of the current study is
to examine, across time, the intonation patterns of a speaker whose L1 (Norwegian) uses
lexical pitch accent but whose L2 (English) does not. I also examine a segmental pattern—
voicing in English /z/—to see how that pattern develops across time in comparison with
the intonation pattern.

1.1. Second Language Acquisition

Much work on L2 acquisition has focused on how segmental patterns transfer between
a speaker’s languages, whether at the individual level or at the community level. At the
individual level, work on segments has found that the L1 and L2 can influence one another
in either direction (e.g., Flege and Eefting 1987; Jarvis and Pavlenko 2009; Lein et al. 2016;
Major 1992). At the community level, when a whole group is bilingual, this can lead to
larger scale transfer effects and the emergence of a contact variety (Mayr and Siddika 2018;
McCarthy et al. 2013; Nagy 2015; Treffers-Daller and Mougeon 2005).

One common measure in phonetic studies of bilingualism is voice onset time (VOT), a
measurement of stop voicing which examines the time between the release of a stop closure
and the onset of vocal fold vibration (Lisker and Abramson 1964). As languages can have
different patterns for this measurement, it has proven to be a useful way of measuring
transfer patterns in bilinguals’ speech. For example, Flege and Eefting (1987) investigated
stops in L1 Spanish speakers who were learning English, and found that in English, their
voiceless stops had lower VOT values than monolingual English speakers, meaning that
they were producing English voiceless stops with a more Spanish-like VOT pattern.

In terms of L2 acquisition theories, the Speech Learning Model (SLM) (Flege 1987, 1995;
Flege and Bohn 2021; Flege and Eefting 1987; Flege et al. 2003) states that L2 phonemes
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are classified as new phonemes or as being similar to a phoneme in the L1 system. When
the latter is the case, the L2 phoneme may be categorised as a phonetic realisation of an
L1 phoneme, a process called equivalence classification. If the L2 phoneme is perceptually
different from an L1 phoneme, it can be classified as a new sound and is thus easier
to learn. The Perceptual Assimilation Model (PAM) (Best 1994; Best and Tyler 2007)
also proposes that L2 sounds are perceived based on their similarity to L1 phonemes.
As such, L2 phonemes may be assimilated in one of three ways: Two Category (TC)
assimilation, where two L2 phonemes are categorised as two separate L1 phonemes (leading
to accurate discrimination between them), Single Category (SC) assimilation, where two
L2 phonemes are categorised as equally good (or poor) tokens of the same L1 phoneme,
so discrimination between them is poor, and Category Goodness (CG), where two L2
phonemes are categorised as the same L1 phoneme, but they are not considered equally
good examples of this phoneme.

1.1.1. Suprasegmentals

In terms of suprasegmental patterns in L2 learners, some general patterns have been
found. For example, L1 Spanish speakers and L1 Dutch speakers learning English have a
narrower pitch range in English than L1 English speakers (e.g., Backman 1979; Mennen
2008; Willems 1982). Similarly, Ordin and Mennen (2017) found that female bilingual
speakers of English and Welsh used a wider pitch range in Welsh than in English. No
such difference was found for male speakers. Intonation patterns have also been shown to
transfer between a bilingual’s languages, for example, bilinguals of Dutch and Greek were
found to have transfer in alignment patterns in both directions (e.g., Mennen 2004).

In some instances, a speaker’s languages may differ not just in alignment patterns or
intonational pitch accent categories, but in whether pitch is used in lexical contrasts, as is
the case in tonal languages. While intonation languages use different pitch accent categories
for pragmatic purposes, such as focus, many languages use pitch lexically, including tonal
languages and pitch accent languages. It is thought that over 40% of the world’s spoken
languages use lexical pitch (Maddieson 2011), with tonal languages being able to use
pitch changes on every syllable, and pitch accent languages on every stressed syllable
(Hayes 1995). In such languages, pitch accent is a tonal pattern found on stressed syllables
(Beckman 1986; Hyman 2009), defined by Hualde (2012) as “a class of stress languages
where words contrast in the tonal melody that is associated with the stressed syllable”
(p. 1335). (More detail on the pitch accent system of Norwegian is provided in Section 1.2).

Some research has investigated transfer patterns when both of the languages use pitch
lexically, but in different ways. One study on a speaker of L1 Swedish (a pitch accent
language) and L2 Mandarin (a tonal language) found that the Swedish speaker could not
produce a contour tone on a monosyllabic word, presumably since in Swedish, the pitch
accent contrast only occurs on words of minimum two syllables (Tung 2006). As such, it
appears that lexical pitch patterns in the L1 can interfere with the learning of tonal patterns
in an L2. However, this study did not compare the Swedish speaker’s productions to
speakers of a language that does not use pitch lexically. A study comparing speakers of
Swedish as an L2 who had L1s with or without tone found that those with a tonal L1
did not necessarily have an advantage in learning the Swedish pitch accents, but that it
depended on what type of tonal language the L1 was (Tronnier and Zetterholm 2013).

Most relevant to the current study, research on L1 speakers of a tonal language who
learn a non-tonal L2 has found that the L1 tonal patterns can transfer to the L2. For example,
Cantonese English has been described as having tonal patterns (Gussenhoven 2012; Yiu
2014); similarly, Hong Kong English has been described as having high, mid, low, and
falling tones (Wee 2016). French spoken by L1 Cantonese speakers has been analysed as
having the Cantonese high tone on content words and the Cantonese low tone on function
words (Lee and Matthews 2014). Japanese has a lexical pitch accent, and research on L1
Japanese speakers learning Spanish as an L2 found that they produce Japanese pitch accent
patterns where none would occur in Spanish (Flores 2016). As such, lexical pitch patterns in
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the L1 can be transferred to an L2 even if it does not use pitch lexically. However, beyond
the studies just cited, little is known about the extent to which bilingual speakers transfer
L1 tonal patterns to a non-tonal L2.

Acoustic measures related to intonation include f0 level, f0 range, and pitch dynamism
quotient (PDQ). F0 level is a measure of how high- or low-pitched a speaker’s intona-
tion sounds, while f0 range measures the difference between a speaker’s maximum and
minimum f0. F0 range is often measured as the middle 80% of a speaker’s range (Busà
and Urbani 2011; Meer and Fuchs 2021). PDQ is a measure of the overall variability of
f0, meaning how much f0 movement is produced, and this is measured as the standard
deviation divided by its mean in Hertz (e.g., Hincks 2004; Meer and Fuchs 2021). These
measures are relevant to the current study because they can provide a description of how
much pitch movement a speaker is producing, which is relevant to rise–fall pitch accents.

1.1.2. Voicing Contrasts

The acquisition of voicing contrasts that differ between the L1 and L2 have been exam-
ined mainly in terms of stops (e.g., Bundgaard-Nielsen and Baker 2015; Flege and Eefting
1987). Mandarin has a stop contrast between voiceless unaspirated and voiceless aspirated
stops, similar to English. In contrast, Russian has a contrast between voiceless unaspirated
stops and voiced stops. Yang et al. (2022) examined the perception of Russian stops by L1
Mandarin speakers, and found that Russian voiced stops and voiceless unaspirated stops
were perceived as being similar to Mandarin voiceless unaspirated stops, indicating that
“when L2 sounds are perceptually similar to certain L1 sounds, their acquisition can be
difficult even with an increase of L2 experience” (p. 20). If the voicing contrast exists at a
different place of articulation, it may be possible for L2 learners to adapt their perception
and production to a new place of articulation, as found by Flege and Port (1981) for L1
Arabic learners of English.

In English, the /s-z/ contrast also occurs as the allomorphic variants of the plural
marker, with voicing assimilation occurring to that of the preceding obstruent; for example,
in cats vs. dogs—in the former, the plural marker is [s] but in the latter it is produced as [z].
Recent research examined the acquisition of English sibilant voicing among speakers whose
L1 varies in the use of /z/ (Contreras-Roa et al. 2020). French has /s/ and /z/ word-finally,
Italian has word-final /s/ (although rarely) but not /z/, but has both word-medially, and
Spanish does not have phonemic /z/ word-finally but has [z] allophonically (but non-
obligatorily) in this position. Based on these differences, it was hypothesised that L1 French
speakers would be able to produce English word-final /z/, L1 Italian speakers would be
able to produce it by analogy with the word-medial contrast in their L1, and L1 Spanish
speakers would have difficulty with it. The results supported the hypothesis regarding L1
French speakers, but for their measure of periodicity, L1 Spanish outperformed L1 Italian
speakers in the production of English word-final morphemic /z/. The authors also note
that L1 Italian speakers were able to produce English word-final /z/ when non-morphemic
(that is, part of the stem, in a word such as buzz). They suggest that morphemic and
non-morphemic /z/ in English are not treated the same by L2 learners.

1.2. Norwegian vs. English

Norwegian has a lexical pitch accent system (also called “tonal accent” (Kristoffersen
2000) or “word accent” (Bruce 1977)), whereby words carry either Accent I or Accent II. The
phonetic implementation of the accent contrast varies by dialect, either in tonal makeup
or tonal timing, but the pitch accent is generally a fall or rise–fall pattern (e.g., Almberg
2004; Fintoft 1970; Gårding 1973; Gussenhoven 2004). Figure 1 shows the accent contrast in
disyllabic words in West Norwegian, which is relevant to the current study. In this figure,
the thin vertical lines represent the beginning of the second syllable, showing that the high
tone occurs earlier in Accent I than in Accent II.
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Figure 1. The West Norwegian lexical pitch accent contours (Accent I left, Accent II right), based on
Gårding (1977).

In contrast, English uses (intonational) pitch accents for pragmatic reasons, such as
on focused words (e.g., Pierrehumbert 1980). As such, L1 speakers of Norwegian learning
English as an L2 are required to reduce the number of pitch accents in a sentence in order
to approximate the intonational pattern of English. That is, they may be inclined to overuse
pitch accents in English until they learn to supress this. As with segmental features of L2
learning (e.g., Flege 1995; Flege et al. 2003; Heselwood and McChrystal 1999), it is likely that
as the learner becomes more proficient in the L2, the intonation patterns become more L2-
like. Mennen (2015) developed the L2 Intonation Learning theory (LILt) specifically about
L2 learning of intonation patterns, and this may be more appropriate to describe what an
L1 Norwegian speaker might do in the production of English intonation. Particularly, LILt
includes the frequency dimension, which refers to the frequency with which a particular
intonational element is used. This is relevant to the current study because Norwegian uses
pitch accents more frequently than English. Previous studies have found that L2 learners
tend to use pitch accent patterns from their L1 even when this is not the same pattern as
the L2 (e.g., Jilka 2000).

It is not just the intonation patterns that differ between these two languages. One
feature of Norwegian- or Swedish-accented English is the lack of voicing in the English
/z/ sound (Hincks 2003). This pattern occurs due to transfer from the L1, since Norwegian
and Swedish do not have /z/ in their phonological inventories and also do not have it
allophonically (e.g., Engstrand 2004; Kristoffersen 2000). In fact, Norwegian has no voiced
fricatives at any place of articulation. As such, it may be difficult for L1 Norwegian speakers
to perceive voicing contrasts in fricatives. In the PAM model (Best 1994), this would mean
that the English /z/ could be assimilated to the Norwegian /s/ phoneme category, in SC
assimilation, or else CG may take place, where English /s/ may be a good example of the
Norwegian /s/, but English /z/ may be a poor example of the same phoneme. In the
SLM model (Flege 1995), the process of equivalence classification may take place, whereby
due to acoustic similarity, the English /z/ may be categorised as a phonetic realisation of
the Norwegian /s/. Similar to Norwegian, Danish has /s/ but not /z/, and research on
L1 Danish speakers’ perception of the /s/-/z/ contrast in English found that they had
difficulty distinguishing them, and perceived /z/ as similar to /s/ (Bohn and Ellegaard
2019). This difficulty in perception may naturally correlate with a difficulty in production
of the contrast.

1.3. Current Study

The current investigation is a longitudinal study of the L2 English of one L1 Norwegian
speaker, Ole Gunnar Solskjær. Using interviews from two time periods, 1996–1998 and
2021, I examined one suprasegmental pattern and one segmental pattern of his English. The
recordings were taken from YouTube in July 2021. In a similar logitudinal study, de Leeuw
(2019) examined some German segments and average pitch of L1 German speaker Steffi
Graf. Examining one speaker does not require controlling for interspeaker differences,
and comparing an earlier timeframe with a later timeframe where the speaker has more
exposure and practice with the L2 can provide insight into how speech patterns change
over time. Using interviews available online allows for an examination of spontaneous
speech. Solskjær was chosen as the subject of the current study because he moved to
England in 1996 (aged 23) and has mostly lived in the UK (Manchester) ever since. He
is from Kristiansund on the west coast of Norway, where a West Norwegian dialect is
spoken. While he spoke English before moving to the UK, his English was audibly more
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Norwegian-accented in the earlier timer period, and his English has been described in a
number of YouTube comments as having features of the Mancunian accent. For example, “is
it just me or does it sound like hes got abit of a manchester sort of accent he just pronounces
his words in such away?” and “He sounds very Mancunian” (YouTube Channel 2011).
The goal of the study was to examine how these two features (one suprasegmental, one
segmental) changed over time as the speaker gained more experience with the L2.

2. Study 1: Intonation
2.1. Methods
2.1.1. Speaker

Ole Gunnar Solskjær is from Kristiansund, on the west coast of Norway. He moved to
Manchester in 1996, aged 23, to play for Manchester United. He remained in the region
ever since, except for a brief period where he managed a Norwegian team in 2011–2013.

2.1.2. Recordings

In total, ten English-language interviews were examined, five from each time pe-
riod (1996–1998 and 2021). These were obtained from YouTube. The recordings were a
combination of press conferences and interviews.

2.1.3. Labelling and Measurements

The interviews were divided into tokens that consisted of prosodic words, usually
a 1–4 syllable span, totalling 1694 tokens. Each token was coded (by the author) for
whether it exhibited a rise–fall pitch accent, based on auditory and visual examination
of the spectrogram and pitch track. One of the clear acoustic correlates of a pitch accent
is a rise–fall pattern, which entails a wider f0 excursion than on words without a pitch
accent, as shown in Figure 2. These tokens were also measured for two acoustic correlates
of intonation patterns mentioned in Section 1.1.1: f0 level (measured as the f0 median per
token in semitones) and f0 range (measured as the middle 80% of the speaker’s range per
token in semitones). Pitch dynamism quotient (PDQ) (the overall variability of f0) was also
measured, but not on the tokens as coded for the previous measures. Instead, the same
interviews were broken up into longer phrases, usually constituting a sentence or phrase
each, with pauses removed. This resulted in 271 tokens for PDQ.

Figure 2. (Top): tokens labelled as pitch accents; (Bottom): tokens labelled as no pitch accent.
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2.1.4. Statistical Analysis

A logistic regression was run to compare the proportion of speech that contained pitch
accents in the Early vs. Late timeframes, while linear regressions were run on the acoustic
measures. Pitch Accent was coded as Y (pitch accent present) or N (no pitch accent) and
Timeframe was coded as Early or Late. All models had the random intercept of Interview.
All tests were run using the lmerTest package in R (R Development Core Team 2008).

2.1.5. Hypotheses

It was hypothesised that there would be a higher proportion of pitch accents in the
Early than Late timeframe, and relatedly, that there would be a higher pitch level, wider
pitch range, and higher PDQ in the Early timeframe, due to a stronger influence of the L1
intonation pattern.

2.2. Results

The results for each measure will be discussed in turn.

2.2.1. Pitch Accents

The logistic regression comparing the proportion of speech that contained pitch accents
was not found to differ between the two timeframes, with both having 17–18% of tokens
carrying a pitch accent (Table 1, Figure 3).

Figure 3. Proportion of tokens with a pitch accent in each timeframe.

Table 1. Statistical results for the logistic regression on the proportion of tokens with pitch accents.
In all tables, * means the result is significant.

Measure Coef. SE z p

Intercept −1.43 0.178 −8.1 <0.001 *
Timeframe.Late −0.1 0.24 −0.41 0.681

2.2.2. F0 Level

In order to find the best model to predict the f0 level data, linear regression models
were built up term by term and compared using the anova function in R (R Development
Core Team 2008). In this approach, the goal is to find the model that best explains the
data, meaning the fixed factors that most accurately predict the findings. The best model
for f0 level was one with both Timeframe and Pitch Accent, with no interaction. There
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was no significant effect of timeframe on f0 level (Figure 4), but tokens containing a pitch
accent had a significantly higher f0 level (Table 2). These results mean that Early vs. Late
Timeframe was not a significant predictor of the data, but the presence vs. absence of a
pitch accent was, with the finding that when there was a pitch accent, the speaker’s f0 level
was higher. Figure 5 shows this measure broken down by interview.

Figure 4. F0 level for Early vs. Late timeframes and presence vs. absence of a Pitch Accent.

Table 2. Statistical results for the linear regression on f0 level.

Measure Coef. SE t p

Intercept 3.87 0.86 4.5 <0.01 *
Timeframe.Late 1.02 1.3 0.81 0.44

PitchAcc.Y 1.36 0.11 12.7 <0.001 *

Figure 5. F0 level by Interview (E = Early, L = Late) and presence vs. absence of a Pitch Accent.
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2.2.3. F0 Range

The best model (the one that best explained the data) for f0 range was one with both
Timeframe and PitchAccent and an interaction (Table 3). Since there was an interaction, a
post-hoc pairwise test was conducted using the emmeans package in R. The results showed
a significantly wider f0 range for the Late timeframe, the opposite of what was expected, as
well as a wider f0 range for pitch-accented tokens (Figure 6). Figure 7 shows this measure
broken down by interview.

Figure 6. F0 range for Early vs. Late timeframes and presence vs. absence of a Pitch Accent.

Figure 7. F0 range by Interview (E = Early, L = Late) and presence vs. absence of a Pitch Accent.
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Table 3. Statistical results for the linear regression on f0 range. PA = Pitch Accent.

Measure Coef. SE t p

Intercept 1.89 0.1 18.9 <0.001 *
Timeframe.Late 0.75 0.13 5.7 <0.001 *

PA.Y 0.99 0.18 5.4 <0.001*
Timeframe:PA 1.01 0.23 4.4 <0.001 *

Pairwise tests
(Early, PA.N—Late, PA.N) −0.75 0.14 −5.6 0.0013 *
(Early, PA.N—Early, PA.Y) −0.99 0.19 −5.37 <0.001 *
(Late, PA.N—Late, PA.Y) −2 0.14 −14.1 <0.001 *
(Early, PA.Y—Late, PA.Y) −1.77 0.23 −7.74 <0.001 *

2.2.4. Pitch Dynamism Quotient

Since PDQ was measured over longer spans than those in the previous measures
(which were not coded for Pitch Accent), only Timeframe was examined as a fixed factor. It
was found to have a significant effect on the PDQ but in the opposite direction of what was
hypothesised, that is, the speaker had a higher PDQ in the Late timeframe than in the Early
timeframe (Table 4, Figure 8). Figure 9 shows this measure broken down by Interview.

Figure 8. Pitch Dynamism Quotient for Early vs. Late timeframes. I used yellows when comparing
Pitch Accent vs No Pitch Accent, and greens when comparing Early vs Late timeframes, but this is
explained in every chart either by the legend or the labels on the axes.

Table 4. Statistical results for the linear regression on PDQ.

Measure Coef. SE t p

Intercept 0.091 0.006 16.22 <0.001 *
Timeframe.Late 0.024 0.008 3.1 0.02 *
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Figure 9. Pitch Dynamism Quotient by Interview (E = Early, L = Late).

2.3. Discussion

These findings indicate that, contrary to the hypothesis, the speaker did not seem to
be transferring the L1 pitch accent system to the L2 even in the Early timeframe, at least
in terms of the number of pitch accents, which did not differ between the two timeframes.
The f0 level was also (contrary to the hypothesis) not found to differ between the two
timeframes, but as expected, it was higher for pitch accented-tokens in both timeframes.
Additionally, contrary to the hypothesis, his f0 range was wider and the PDQ was higher
in the Late timeframe, which suggests more pitch movement in this timeframe. This may
indicate that the speaker produced a more compressed f0 range and movements when he
was less fluent in the L2 (in the Early timeframe), and since becoming more comfortable
speaking it, he has more dynamic f0 patterns. This may suggest a type of hypercorrection
in the earlier stages of learning the L2, resulting from an overreaction to the L1 influence
(Eckman et al. 2013; Janda and Auger 1992; Odlin 1989). When a small number of tokens of
the L1 were examined, the speaker’s f0 range and PDQ were higher than the Late L2 results
(as expected for a pitch accent language), corroborating the idea that he was compressing
his f0 range and movements in the Early timeframe.

Figures 5 and 7 show that pitch-accented tokens have a consistently higher f0 level
and wider range than non-pitch accented tokens. While there is generally consistency in
these patterns across interviews, it is possible that temporary factors such as emotional
state could affect his intonation patterns. This may explain the higher average level in L3
(Figure 5).

These findings will be discussed further in Section 4.

3. Study 2: Segments

For this experiment, the speaker and recordings were the same as in Study 1.

3.1. Methods
3.1.1. Labelling and Measurements

For the segmental part, all words in which English has a /s/ or /z/ were coded for
whether they were produced as voiced or voiceless (based on auditory analysis, similar to
Dehé and Wochner 2022) for a total of 673 tokens. The English underlying /z/ tokens were
also coded for their position in the word (medial or final) as well as their morphemic status,
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that is, whether they were morphemic (for example, the plural marker) or part of a stem
(e.g., the /z/ in because), based on results from Contreras-Roa et al. (2020).

Since the recordings came from interviews which were not of the highest sound
quality, the types of acoustic measurements that could be made were limited. For this
reason, duration was chosen as a useful variable, because it was easily measured and
duration is also a cue to fricative voicing, with voiceless fricatives being longer than voiced
ones (Contreras-Roa et al. 2020; Crystal and House 1988; Jongman et al. 2000).

3.1.2. Statistical Analysis

Two logistic regression tests were run on the auditory categorisation of /s/ and /z/
as voiced or voiceless.1 The /z/ segments in the Late timeframe were also examined to
determine whether morphemic status or word position had a significant effect on whether
they were voiced.

A linear regression was run on the duration of /z/ phonemes, with possible indepen-
dent variables of voicing and word position.

3.1.3. Hypotheses

It was hypothesised that the proportion of /s/ produced as voiced would not differ
between timeframes but that /z/ would have a higher proportion produced as voiced
in the Late timeframe. This is based on the fact that Norwegian does not have voiced
fricatives, so it is likely difficult for the speaker to acquire the voiced /z/. Based on the
literature previously cited, it is possible that over time and exposure to English, he has
started to learn this pattern. In terms of duration, it was expected that voiceless fricatives
would be longer than voiced ones, and that those in final position would be longer than
those in medial position.

3.2. Results
3.2.1. Patterns of Voicing

The results showed a significant effect of timeframe only for the phoneme /z/, with
more voiced productions of /z/ in the Late timeframe (Table 5). In the Early timeframe,
93% of /z/ were voiceless and in the Late one, 46% of /z/ were voiceless (Figure 10); in
comparison, in the Early timeframe, 100% of /s/ were voiceless and in the Late one, 98.5%
were voiceless. Both of these findings (the effect of Timeframe and the difference between
the two phonemes) are in line with the hypotheses. Including morphemic status and word
position did not improve the model, meaning that these factors do not significantly predict
whether the segments were produced with voicing.

Figure 10. Proportion of /z/ (left) and /s/ (right) segments that were voiceless in Early vs. Late
timeframes.
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Table 5. Statistical results for the logistic regression on voicing.

Measure Coef. SE z p

Phoneme: /s/
Intercept −37.21 185.42 −0.2 0.841

Timeframe.Late 33.1 185.42 0.18 0.859

Phoneme: /z/
Intercept −2.6 0.51 −5.1 <0.001 *

Timeframe.Late 2.85 0.6 473 <0.001 *

As shown in Figure 11, there was no difference in voicing patterns for English /z/
based on whether it was a separate morpheme or part of a stem. Figure 12 shows that 61%
of word-final /z/ were voiceless and 71% of word-medial /z/ were voiceless. That is, /z/
was more commonly voiced in final position than in medial position, although this effect
was not found to be significant.

Figure 11. Proportion of voiceless /z/ in the Late timeframe, based on whether it was a morpheme
or part of a stem.

Figure 12. Proportion of voiceless /z/ in the Late timeframe, based on word position.
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3.2.2. Duration

Figure 13 shows the duration of voiced and voiceless segments in word-medial and
final position.

Figure 13. Duration of /z/ produced as voiced or voiceless, by word position.

The best model for the linear regression on duration included both voicing and position
as independent variables, and showed a main effect of both. This means that, as shown in
Table 6, duration was significantly longer in voiceless segments and in final position.

Table 6. Statistical results for the linear regression on duration.

Measure Coef. SE t p

Intercept 81.23 11.43 7.1 <0.05 *
Voic.Voiceless 37.66 6.88 5.48 <0.001 *

Position.Medial −20.98 9.4 −2.32 <0.05 *

3.3. Discussion

These results suggest that more exposure to and practice with the L2 has led to an
increase in L2-like voicing productions. This means the speaker is acquiring a voicing
contrast that is not in the L1, but has not yet acquired it completely, since only just over half
of /z/ productions were voiced in the Late timeframe. The results for morphemic status
are different from those of Contreras-Roa et al. (2020), because the current study found the
same pattern for both types of /z/. These results are discussed in terms of SLM and PAM
in Section 4.

The duration results were expected in that the voiceless segments were longer than
the voiced onces, similar to previous work (Crystal and House 1988; Jongman et al. 2000).
(These results also add support to the auditory categorisation of the sounds as voiced
or voiceless.) Additionally, as predicted, segments were longer in word-final than word-
medial position.

4. General Discussion

For the intonation experiment, the results were contrary to the hypotheses, because
it was found that the speaker did not appear to be transferring the lexical pitch accent
system of Norwegian to his English even in the Early timeframe. He did not over-apply
the L1 pitch accent pattern, contrary to what has been found in previous work on L2
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intonation (Jilka 2000; Mennen 2015). Further, the wider f0 range and higher PDQ in the
Late timeframe seem to suggest that he may have been compressing his pitch range and
movements in the Early timeframe. It is also useful to note that since the proportion of
speech that was counted as a pitch accent did not differ between the two timeframes, the
difference found in f0 range and PDQ are not related to how many pitch accents occurred.
This suggested the speaker is doing something qualitatively different between the two
timeframes. If he has become more comfortable speaking the L2 over time, he may be
allowing himself more pitch variation in the Late timeframe; that is, that lower fluency in
the Early timeframe is connected to his compression, perhaps similar to previous work that
found that L2 learners of English showed a narrower pitch range (Mennen 2008). Related
to this, as noted in Section 2.3, is the idea that he was hypercorrecting (Eckman et al. 2013;
Odlin 1989) in the Early timeframe, knowing that English has less pitch movement than
Norwegian. Norwegian has substantial dialect variation in the lexical pitch accent system
(Kristoffersen 2000), and Norwegian speakers are familiar with the different patterns. This
may suggest that an L1 Norwegian speaker has an awareness of intonation patterns even in
an L2. Previous work on hypercorrection in L2 learning has found that L1 French speakers
learning English showed both h-deletion and h-insertion, although the latter at lower
rates (Janda and Auger 1992). In the current study, it is possible that this awareness of
the different patterns between Norwegian and English made the speaker hesitant in the
Early timeframe, and he therefore hypercorrected by compressing his pitch range and
movements. With increased comfort in the L2, he no longer does this. If he is aware that
Norwegian and English have very different intonation patterns, the results fit in with the
SLM (Flege 1995; Flege and Bohn 2021) prediction that patterns that differ substantially
between languages are easier for learners to acquire.

For the segmental pattern, the results align with the SLM (Flege 1995; Flege and
Bohn 2021) and PAM (Best 1994) insofaras the speaker did not voice the /z/ in the Early
timeframe; that is, he used the closest L1 sound /s/ instead. The SLM (Flege 1995) of L2
learning would explain these results as the speaker categorising the English /z/ initially as
/s/, which is in the L1—an example of equivalence classification. Over time, with more
exposure to English, he has created a separate category for /z/ and has begun to distinguish
the two phonemes. Particularly, though, the findings here may be best explained through
the PAM CG analysis, where both /s/ and /z/ were originally considered to be the same
/s/ phoneme, but /z/ was a less good example of it, so over time, the speaker has begun
to learn that it is a separate phoneme in English. Future work could compare this speaker’s
productions to L1 English speakers’ voicing patterns, because it has been reported that
especially in word-final position, /z/ is not always fully voiced (Ogden 2009). However, in
the current study, even in medial position, the speaker often does not produce English /z/
with voicing, indicating that he is not L1-like in this pattern. The results for morphemic
status are different from those found by Contreras-Roa et al. (2020), since the morphemic
status of /z/ was not found to have any effect on whether it was produced as voiced or
voiceless. It may simply be that when no fricative voicing contrasts are in the L1, the first
challenge is to perceive and produce the voiced fricative, and morphemic status is not (yet)
relevant. However, the speaker is not voicing haphazardly, since he was not found to voice
the phoneme /s/. In terms of duration, the results showed that the English /z/ phoneme
was longer when in final position and when produced as voiceless.

It is also interesting to note that for the intonation pattern, the speaker’s task is to
suppress a feature from the L1, while for the segmental pattern, his task is to acquire a new
contrast that does not exist in the L1. Perhaps it is easier to suppress a pattern than acquire
a new one? Or perhaps prosodic systems that differ between languages are particularly
salient to language learners.

This work provides insight into changes in the L2 over time by directly comparing
changes in a segmental pattern with a suprasegmental pattern, in the same speaker. These
findings contribute to descriptions of hypercorrection in L2 learning, specifically in the
context of intonational features.
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